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1. Introduction 
The idea of using a triplet of spaces 
l/J C He l/J' 
to construct generalized eigenvectors for normal operators T in Hilbert 
space H is to be found in several places. It goes back essentially to 
LERAY [10], and LAX [9]. A first systematic approach is made by 
GELFAND and his co-authors KOSTYUCENKO [5], and SILOV [6]. The 
theory has attained a more or less definite form in the work of GELFAND 
and VILENKIN [7]. An account of "triplet analysis", but without spectral 
theory, is found in BEREZANSKll [2]. BERBERIAN [1], obtains a related, 
but independent spectral theory. For a very readable discussion of 
singular expansions for differential operators, see G1RDING [4]. A rather 
neglected measure-theoretic approach, leading to "eigenmeasures" is 
given by NIKODYM [12], see also [11], Kap. III. 
In the Gelfand-Vilenkin treatment the auxiliar test space l/J is assumed 
to be nuclear and, therefore, not normable. As pointed out in [7], such 
spaces l/J render good service in modern analysis. 
However in situations like the "continuous spectrum problem" of 
ergodic theory, where expansions in terms of eigenfunctionals might be 
a useful substitute for the Discrete Spectrum Theorem, nuclear spaces 
are not likely to turn up in an obvious way. 
Consequently, it seems worthwhile to modify the Gelfand-Vilenkin 
approach to cover expansions in eigenfunctionals on normed test spaces l/J. 
As a matter of fact, BEREZANSKll [2] even obtains a Hilbert space rp 
for the study of an operator T in H, but he has to pay the tribute that 
T-l be of Hilbert-Schmidt type. This assumption too seems inappropriate 
in ergodic theory. 
In the present note we restrict ourselves to bounded normal operators 
T in H with simple spectra. Generalizations to unbounded operators 
with non-simple spectra are straightforward. 
1) The author appreciates to express his indebtedness to Professors J. L. B. 
COOPER, P. R. HALMOS and H. A. LAUWERIER for their remarks on a previous 
draft of this note. 
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Theorem. Given a bounded normal operator T with a simple spectrum 
in a complex separable Hilbert space H, there exists a Banach space (if>, 11·11 ) 
with the jollowing properties: 
(a) if> is a dense subspace oj (H, II·IIH); 
(b) if> is invariant under both T and T*; 
(c) T and T* are bounded in (if>,II'II<))); 
(d) H is an algebraic subspace oj the dual space (if>, 11·11 <)))'; 
(e) T has a continuous extension '1' jrom H to if>', 11'1'11<)),= IIT*II<)); 
(j) to every point A in the spectrum a(T) oj T in H there corresponds an 
element 81. oj if>', which is an eigenjunctional oj T in the sense that 
T8A=J.cA ; 
(g) the jamily (cA)AEa(T) in if>' is a complete basis jor if> in the sense that 
every q; E if> admits an expansion in eigenjunctionals 
q; = S cAq;' 81. dfl(A), 
a(T) 
which is a Bochner integral in terms oj a suitable Borel measure fl on 
a(T); 
(h) the Parseval relation reads 
11q;IIH2 = S IcAq;1 2 dfl(A). 
a(T) 
Like the Gelfand-Vilenkin result, this theorem is in essence a reformulation 
of the well-known spectral theorem for normal operators. 
The space if> is not canonical. One readily infers from section 5 how to 
obtain other admissible test spaces. 
2. The extended operator 
A general procedure to "sandwich" a Hilbert space H between a 
Banach space if> and its dual if>', i.e. 
if> C H C if>' , 
carries on as follows. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with elements j, g, ... , inner product 
(j, g)H and norm IljiIH. Let if> be a complex Banach space with elements 
q;, "P, ... and norm IIq;k 
We suppose there is a continuous linear injection J: if> --l>- H; notation 
if> C H. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that this injection has 
norm unity, 
for all q; E if>. 
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We suppose in addition that 
$ is dense in H 
(relative to II·IIH, of course). This enables us to embed H into the dual 
space $' of ($, 11·11 <1» by means of the continuous, anti-linear injection 
J*: f -?- Lf , 
where Lf is the linear form 
on $, with norm 
for all f E H. 
Next, assume that both T and T* act as continuous operators within 
($,11·11<1», that is assume statements (b) and (c) of the theorem. Then 
we may extend T to a bounded operator 
T: $' -?- $' 
by defining, for every F E $', the functional T F by 
(TF)cp=F(T*cp) for all cp E $ . 
Since T*cp belongs to $ for every cp E $, the right number is a well-
defined, linear and continuous form on $. We have 
IITII<I>,=IIT*II<I>' 
One readily shows that T is an extension of T. H being inbedded into 
$' by J*: f -?- Lf, we only have to prove that TJ*f=J*Tf, that is 
for all f E H. 
Now, for all cp E $ we do have 
(TLf)cp=Lf(T*cp) = (T*cp, f)H= (cp, Tf)H=LTfcp· 
3. Spectral representation 
Let T be a bounded normal operator in H with spectral measure E, 
T = S J.,E(dJ.,) 
u(T) 
For this spectral decomposition, as well as for the resulting spectral 
representation of H, we refer to [3], Chap. X; a brief discussion of this 
representation is also given in the present section. 
Throughout the sequel, A will stand for an arbitrary Borel set in 
a(T) and XA for its characteristic function. 
Practically nothing is lost by assuming T to have a simple spectrum, 
because higher multiplicities can be treated by building orthogonal sums 
of expansion. 
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We assume, therefore, that there exists hE H for which 
H",=span [E(A)h: A C a(T)] 
is dense in H. 
In terms of this cyclic vector h, which we normalize by 
we form the non-negative Borel measure 
,u(A) = (h, E(A)h)H 
on a(T), with total mass ,u(a(T)) = 1. 
Everything will happen now in the Hilbert space 
fl =L2(a(T), ,u) 
of all ,u-measurable complex-valued functions Ion a(T) for which 
111111r = f I f(A)12 ,u(dA) < 00. 
a(T) 
The elementary equalities 
E(A)h= f XA(A) E(dA)h, 
a(T) 
valid for all XA' show that the linear map for which E(A)h ---? XA is 
isometric from H", into fl. We can extend it by continuity to a surjection 
V : H ---7- fl, 
preserving inner products. 
V is the above-mentioned spectral representation of H into fl relative 
to T. We always write 1 for VI. Thus, 
I = f f(A) E(dA)h for all IE H. 
a(T) 
The transformation T : H ---7- H is carried over by V into an operator 
T : fl---7- fl, namely T= VTV-l, which is nothing else but ordinary 
multiplication, 
for ,u-almost all A E a(T). 
Moreover, 
4. Oonstruction 01 the test space 
Consider the Banach space & of all continuous, complex-valued 
functions (jJ on the compact space a(T), endowed with the norm 
II (jJ11~ = max {1(jJ(A) I : A E a(T)}. 
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Every function (j; E fP being of class L2 on a(T), we have fP c /1, the 
injection being norm-decreasing, 
and, therefore, continuous. Moreover, ii is dense in (/1, II· liB)' 
Consequently, 
in the sense described in section 2. 
The space fP is invariant under T. In fact, for (j; continuous on a(T), 
the function T(j;, which is the map A --+ A(j;(A) with the possible exception 
of a ,u-null set on which we are allowed to change its values in a suitable 
way, is also continuous. 
Similarly, T*fP c fP, since T* means multiplication ,u-almost everywhere 
on a(T) with X. 
Moreover, both T and T* are continuous on (fP, 11·11$), since for every 
cP E fP we have 
II T(j; 11;z; = IIA(j;(A)II$ <; sup IAI·II(j;II;z; <; IITIIH' II (j;11;z; , 
AEa(T) 
whence 
The procedure from section 2 yields the extension 
T : fP' --+- fP'. 
It has the form 
for FE ii', (j; E fP. 
Returning to the original space H, the test space will be the subspace 
W= V-I fP 
of H. Thus, W consists of those vectors cP E H which admit a spectral 
representation 
cp = S (j;(A) E(dA)h 
afT) 
where (j; is continuou8 on a(T). 
W is dense in H, because fP is so in /1 and V-I preserves inner products 
from /1 into H. 
We now equip W with a second norm, denoted by Ilcpll<p and simply 
defined as 
This turns V-I into a isometric imorphism from the Banach space 
(fP, 11·11$) onto (W,II·II<p)· 
It follows that W is invariant under both T and T*. We have 
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because 111P11<li>IIIPIIH for all IP E f/J. Also 
f/J C He f/J', 
and we may extend T to an operator T on all of f/J'. 
Finally, dualizing V : f/J -»- ifj by 
V' F = FV for FE (ifj, 11·11$)', 
we get an isometric isomorphism 
V' : $' -»- f/J'. 
Summarizing, we obtain the diagram 
T T T 
0 0 0 
f/J C H C f/J' 
V-It Vi tv' 
ifj C H C (p' 
0 0 0 
T T P 
5. The functional basis 
We now proceed to construct a "basis" (S;.hEa(T) C f/J' for f/J, consisting 
of eigenfunctionals of T. 
To every A E a(T) we assign the maps 
s;. : IP --+ ~(A), 
from f/J into the complex numbers. Obviously, S;. is a linear and S;. an 
anti-linear form on f/J. Both are continuous with respect to 11·11<li. In fact, 
is;.lPi = is;.lPi = i~(A)i <; II~II$ = IllPk 
As a matter of fact, both have norm = 1 on (f/J,II·II<li). 
It may be pointed out that S;. can be extended to some linear functional 
on all of H. In general, however, this extension will be discontinuous 
relative to II ·11 H. This has been the reason to introduce the auxiliar space f/J. 
We also may notice that the S;. 's are nothing else but the spectral 
transforms of the classical Dirac measures 
on (P. In fact, 
This shows the way how to obtain other admissible spaces f/J. 
We shall establish the "completeness" of (s;.) for f/J. 
This family being uncountable in general, the expansion of the test 
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functions cp will involve an integral 
cp = S s).cp.8;.f.l(dA) (cp E (/J), 
a(T) 
which will be interpreted as a Bochner integral. 
Let A E a(T) and cp E (/J. 
Multiplying s). with the complex number s).cp, we get the continuous 
linear form SJ.cp. s). on ((/J, 11·114l). Keeping cp fixed, 
e : A --+ S).cp·SJ. 
is a function from a(T) into (/J'. The norm of e(A) is computed by 
Ile(A)II4l' = sup l8;.cp·s).V'1 
showing that 
is continuous and that 
11V'114l ~ 1 
= lip(A)1 sup I~(A)I 
11V'114l ~ 1 
= lip(A)1 sup I~(A)I 
11~11q;~ 1 
= Irr(A)I, 
A --+ e(A) 
S II e(A)11 f.l(dA) < 00. 
a(T) 
A well-known theorem in vector integration (cf. [8]. Sect. 3.7) applies 
to the effect that the Bochner integral 
(B) S s). cp. SJ.f.l(dA) 
a(T) 
exists as some element of (/J'. 
For all V' E (/J we have 
[(B) S s).CP·S.lf.l(dA)]V' = S (~cp).(s).V') f.l(dA). 
a(T) a(T) 
We are going to show that the integral may be identified with a test 
function in (/J. Previously we had embedded H into (/J' by means of the 
anti-linear injection 
where 
J* : t -+ Lf 
Lfcp= (cp, f)H 
on (/J. For cp in (/J the functional J* <p is 
(J*cp)V' = (V', cp)H= (~, ip)fi 
= S s).V'.S;cp f.l(dA) 
= [(B) S s).cp·s). f.l(dA)]V', 
so that J*cp equals the above Bochner integral. J* being anti-linear, 
we have to take care of complex conjugation, leading to 
cp = (B) S s). cp. s). f.l(dA) 
a(T) 
Thus, (S).hEa(T) is complete for (/J. 
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Finally, for cr and 'IjJ in H, 
(cr, 'IjJ)H= ($, 1jJ)fi= S (SAcr) (SA'IjJ) {l(dJ..) 
and the "orthonormality" of the SA'S assumes the form 
Ilcr11H2= S ISAcrl 2 {l(dJ..) 
,,(T) 
Therefore, (sA)AE"(T) is a functional Hilbert basis for the test space <P. 
We are going to show finally that 
for {l-almost all J.. E a(T). 
The proof is easy. We notice for the extension T of T to all of (PI that 
TbA= Xb.l.' 
In fact, for rp E & and C E a(T) 
(TbA)$ = b.l.[(T)*rpJ = bA[Ccr(OJ = X$(J..) = XbAcr. 
Application of the adjoint congruence V' yields the desired result. 
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